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Rules of Play: Game Design FundamentalsMIT Press, 2003


	For hundreds of years, the field of game design has drifted along under the radar of culture, producing

	timeless masterpieces and masterful time-wasters without drawing much attention to itself-without, in fact,

	behaving like a "field" at all. Suddenly, powered by the big bang of computer technology, game design has...
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GPU Pro 4: Advanced Rendering TechniquesCRC Press, 2013

	GPU Pro4: Advanced Rendering Techniques presents ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve many of your day-to-day graphics programming challenges. Focusing on interactive media and games, the book covers up-to-date methods for producing real-time graphics.


	Section editors Wolfgang Engel,...
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Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems (Expert's Voice in Development)Apress, 2012

	Iterating Infusion: Clearer Views of Objects, Classes, and Systems is a one-of-a-kind book, not dependent on any single technology. Rather, it provides a way to integrate the most efficient techniques from a variety of programming methods, in a manner that makes designing and programming software look easy.


	Iterating...
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Java EE 7 Development with WildFlyPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of the WildFly application server from JBoss to develop modern Java EE 7 applications


	About This Book

	
		Develop Java EE 7 applications using the WildFly platform
	
		Discover how to manage your WildFly production environment
	
		A step-by-step tutorial guide to...
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Samsung SmartTV Application DevelopmentFor Dummies, 2013

	Take your apps from the small screen to the big screen and start developing for the Samsung SmartTV now!

	 


	Samsung’s SmartTV platform gives developers the opportunity to bring the app experience to the world of home entertainment, creating a more interactive and engaging way to reach their audience. If...
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RxJava for Android Developers: with ReactiveX and FRPManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	RxJava for Android Developers teaches you how to build fast, fluid, and reactive mobile apps for Android with RxJava.

	

	Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	

	About the Technology

	
...
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Computational Methods in Synthetic Biology (Methods in Molecular Biology, 2189)Humana Press, 2020

	
		This second edition book provides complete coverage of the computational approaches currently used in Synthetic Biology.  New chapters detail computational methods and algorithms for the design of bio-components, insight on CAD programs, analysis techniques, and distributed systems. Written in the highly...
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Web Caching (O'Reilly Internet Series)O'Reilly, 2001
A properly designed cache, by reducing network traffic and       improving access times to popular web sites, is a boon to       network administrators and web users alike. This book hands you       all the technical information you need to design, deploy and       operate an effective web caching service. It also covers the...
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Core JSPPrentice Hall, 2000
In recent years, a large amount of software development activity has migrated from the client to the server. The client-centric model, in which a client executes complex programs to visualize and manipulate data, is no longer considered appropriate for the majority of enterprise applications. The principal reason is deployment—it is a...
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CMOS PLL Synthesizers: Analysis and Design (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Thanks to the advance of semiconductor and communication technology,
the wireless communication market has been booming in the last two
decades. It evolved from simple pagers to emerging third-generation (3G)
cellular phones. In the meanwhile, broadband communication market has
also gained a rapid growth. As the market always...
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Design Criteria for Low Distortion in Feedback Opamp CircuitsSpringer, 2003
    Broadband opamps for multi-channel communication systems have strong demands on linearity performance. When these opamps are integrated in deep sub-micron CMOS technologies, the signal-swing has to occupy a large part of the rather low supply voltage to maintain the signal-to-noise-ratio. To obtain opamps with low distortion it...
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Linux Network ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2004
This book deals with the architecture of the network subsystem in the Linux kernel. The idea for this book was born at the Institute of Telematics at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, where the Linux kernel has been used in many research projects and its network functionality is modified or enhanced, respectively, in a...
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